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Measure B fixes an unfair law from 1919

San Diego operates under a 103-year old law that created a deeply unfair, fiscally irresponsible, and environmentally unsustainable system. If your home is an apartment or condo, the city provides you no trash collection service. You are forced to pay for it yourself.

This outdated law also severely limits the types of services the city can provide, forcing homeowners to go through an expensive and time-consuming process to replace broken trash bins even when broken by City trucks.

San Diego is the only city in the country with such a law. It hurts all San Diegans and must be changed.

Measure B will fix this broken and unfair system so San Diego can start delivering better services for all of us, like bulky item pickup and free replacement of broken trash bins.

Voting YES vote on Measure B will:

- Guarantee free trash and recycling bins, delivered to you by the City.
- Allow the City to provide new trash services, such as bulky item pickup and weekly recycling.
- Provide additional resources to clean up trash in public places such as parks, canyons and around homeless encampments.
- End the practice of forcing apartment residents to pay more than others.
- Ensure short-term vacation rentals and “mini-dorms” pay their fair share toward City services like everyone else.
- Enable San Diego to achieve our Zero Waste and Climate Action Plan goals.

With Measure B, we can all do our part to ensure San Diegans receive the world-class public services they expect and deserve.

Vote YES on Measure B!
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